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Architektur Galerie Berlin was founded in 1999 by architect Ulrich Müller. Within the multifaceted Berlin exhibition scene, the gallery serves as a unique venue to examine architecture, distinct from conventional exhibitions. With six exhibitions every year showcasing influential architects, the gallery delivers the highest level of professional communication about architecture. Designs and buildings are presented in conceptual exhibitions developed solely for the gallery.

Since 2006, the gallery is located in a listed building on the legendary Karl-Marx-Allee near Alexanderplatz in Berlin-Mitte. In 2016, SATELLIT was added as a complementary space. Located next to the main space, it is dedicated to research and crossover projects as well as lectures, screenings, and public debates.

Architektur Galerie Berlin maintains lively exchange with numerous leading institutions, international curators, and an extensive media network. Since 2010, the gallery has published bimonthly calendar AAB – Architektur Ausstellungen Berlin, which highlights current architecture exhibitions in Berlin. In 2014 it added the website AEX – Architecture Exhibitions International. In 2018, the gallery initiated the annual AEW – Architecture Exhibitions Weekend, which is the only one of its kind worldwide.
Location

Map of gallery’s location on the famous Karl-Marx-Allee (formerly Stalin-Allee) between Alexanderplatz and Frankfurter Tor, close to U-Bahn station Weberwiese
Location on Karl-Marx-Allee with SATELLIT (left) and Architektur Galerie Berlin (right)
Space

View from Karl-Marx-Allee
Exhibitions
Exhibition view “Max Dudler - Narrating Spaces”
Exhibition view “YOSTAR - Young Styrian Architecture”
Exhibition view “Vita Contemplativa - Christoph Hesse / Robert Konieczny / Snorre Stinessen”
Exhibition view “Stephen Talasnik - Unearthed”
Public Debates

Public debate with Joerg Stollmann (Technical University Berlin), Regula Luescher (Director of Urban Development, Berlin), Andreas Geisel (Senator for Urban Development and the Environment), Stefanie Frensch (Director of HOWOGE housing association), and Jean Philippe Vassal (Lacaton Vassal Architects)
Public debate with students and guests
Selection of Exhibitions / Events

2019
DOM publishers / Deutsches Architekturmuseum *Architekturführer Deutschland 2020*
Peter Wilson *Small World Theory*
Eva Maria Froschauer *Collecting as a Tool of Modern Architecture*
Lewicki Łatak *Site Specific*
Stephen Talasnik *Unearthed*

2018
TU Kaiserslautern – Oda Pälmke *Repertoire*
DOM publishers / Deutsches Architekturmuseum *Architekturführer Deutschland 2019*
Max Dudler *Narrating Spaces*
Christoph Hesse / Robert Konieczny / Snorre Stinessen *Vita Contemplativa*
Bauhaus-Universität Weimar – Entwurfsklasse von Beckerath *Investigations in Collective Form*
Hans-Christian Schink *Kochi Nights*

2017
Sadar+Vuga XX *Film Essay*
DOM publishers / Deutsches Architekturmuseum *Architekturführer Deutschland 2018*
University of Texas at Austin / Potsdam School of Architecture *Berlin 2050 – Concrete Density*
EPF Lausanne / Studio EAST *Steal Schinkel*
Adolf Krischanitz *Inventory*
BTU Cottbus – Preservation Studio Rellensmann / Casper *The Garage Manifesto*

2016
DOM publishers / Deutsches Architekturmuseum *Architekturführer Deutschland 2017*
Harvard GSD – Superstudio 2015/16 *A House, A Palace*
AMD Akademie Mode & Design Berlin *Fashion& Migration*
Hochschule Darmstadt / Entwurfsklasse Gerhards *20 m² Berlin – Tiny apartments in Berlin*
TU Darmstadt – Entwurfsklasse Behles *Low Tech High Rise – Residential Towers for Berlin*
Contact

Ulrich Müller, founder and director of Architektur Galerie Berlin

10243 Berlin Karl-Marx-Allee 98
+49 (0)30 788 974 31 satellite@architekturgalerieberlin.de www.architekturgalerieberlin/satellit.de
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